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FOREWORD

The unification of the two German states on October 3, 1990,
signified the end of the cold war and the beginning of a new phase
in European diplomatic and security affairs, Yet, despite the
heightened importance of the Federal Republic of Germany in
European affairs, it is surprising that so little interest has been
focused on Bonn's attempts to reform its defense structures, while
meeting new security objectives, at a time of declining tinancial
resources.

The author of this report argues that notwithstanding
accusations that Bonn is attempting to follow an independent
diplomatic agenda (which is contentious), the Federal Republic is
not nationalizing its defense structures. The coalition government
in Bonn has decided that its future security can only be achieved
within the context of integrated defense structures with its Western
allies. Indeed. Bonn manifests every sign that it intends to scale
back its defense activities, while making provisions for
improvements in rapid reaction capabilities. Yet, even these
reaction formations wil; require allied support for deployment and
sustainment. The rationale for this policy, this study argues, is that
German national power can only be legitimated through the
continued integration of the Federal Republic's diplomacy and
defenses within the context of the European Community and the
Transatlantic Alliance. If there is an issue about which Bonn's allies
should be concerned, it is the inability of the Federal Republic to
reach agreement on the legal bases to project military force outside
of the Central Region. German pacifism, not militarism, is what may
disrupt Bonn's relations with its allies.

This report meets an identified study requirement as established
in SSI's annual research program, The Army's Strategic Role in a
New World Order: A Prioritized Research Program, 1992.

The Strategic Studies Institute is pleased to offer this report as
a contribution to the debate on the future role of the U.S. Army in a
post-cold war Europe.

GARYL G1EýRTN4E

Acting Director, Strategic Studies Institute
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SUMMARY

Bonn is faced with the difficult situation of needing to
expand the operational and geographic orientation of
the Bundeswehrduring a time of overall decreased
financial outlays.

* Structural limitations in Lhe Bundeswehr (e.g.,
command and control and transportation capabilities)
cannot be improved for financial and domestic political
rationales.

- It is conceivable that the Bundeswehr will shrink
below its peacetime ceiling of 370,000 by the end of
1994 (in accordance with the provisions of the "Two
Plus Four Treaty"), due to these internal forces.

- The inability to make changes to the individual sizes
of the three services has had, and will continue to
have, a negative impact on the restructuring and
staffing of the force.

* Thus, German national security can only be achieved
through the continued integration of German defense
efforts in NATO and emerging European defense
structures.

- Notwithstanding the many difficulties associated
with the renegotiation of the Supplemental
Agreements to the NATO Status of Forces
Agreement, the retention of allied forces in the
Federal Republic remains a key objective of Bonn.

- At the same time. Bonn must participate, for political
reasons, in such initiatives as the Franco-German
sponsored "Eurocorps."

* German defense policy, therefore, is oriented toward
the "normalization" of selected military capabilities,
vice nationalization.
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- The lack of desire on the part of Bonn to create an
independent defense structure belies the argument
that Bonn is nationalizing its defense capabilities,
which would support a strongly nat,,:nalist foreign
policy orientation.

* A key outstanding issue to be resolved by the Federal
Republic is exactly what will be the legal and political
parameters which will govern the employment of the
Bundeswehr outside of the Central Region, either for
United Nations' missions, or even to meet treaty
obligations within the context of NATO, e.g., in the
Southern Region.

* A growth in, or institutionalization of, pacifism in
Germany is more likely than a resurgence of atavistic
German militarism.
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GLOSSARY

Abtel/ung(en) department(s)
Auswaertlges Amnt Foreign Office
Bundesmanne Federal Navy
Bundesrministerium der Federal Ministry of Defense

Verteitigung (BM Vg)

Bundeswehr Federal Armed Forces
Bundestag Federal Parliament
Bundeswehr Kommando Ost Federal Armed Forces

Command- East
Er/ass ministerial decree
F/c tte fleet
Fuehrungsbereitschaft( en) readiness command group(s)
Fuehrungsstab der Central Staff of the BMVg
Streitkraefte-Fue S

gekadert cadreized
Generalinspekteur der Chief of Staff of the Federal
Bundeswehr Armed Forces

Generalstabsdlenist General Staff Service
Grundgesetz Basic Law (the Federal Republic's

Constitution)
Heimnatschutzbr'gade home defense brigade
Heer Army
Heeresfuehrungskommando Army Operations Command
Heeresstruktur army structural plan
Innere Fuehrung .civic education and leadership"
Ins pekteur chief o' staff
Luftwaffe Air Force
Luftwaffenstruktur air force structural plan
Nationale Volksarmee (N VA) National Peoples' Army of the

German Democratic Republic
Oberkommando der Weh~rmacht Supreme Command of the

Wehrmacht
Panzergrenadier armored -infantry
F'rimat der Politik 'primacy of political power

over the military-
Staatsbiuerger im Uniform citizen soldier
Stteltkraeftefuehrungs- Armed Forces Command

komnmando

tellaktiv 'mobilization -dependent"
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THE "NORMALIZATION"
OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC

OF GERMANY'S
DEFENSE STRUCTURES

Introduction.

As European affairs cont nue their rapid and at times
unpredictable evolution, ever more complex developments
demand the time and attertion of policymakers and casual
observers alike. The end of the cold war. the breakup of the
Soviet Union and increasingly frequent manifestations of the
"retribalization" of Europe (as evidenced by the explosion in

ethnic strife in the Balkans) are only some of the many
variables being played out in European affairs. It is not
surprising, therefore, that issues which should garner more
attention have been all but slighted by the press and analytical
community alike. One example of how an otherwise important
development has received little attention is the content.
objective and ultimate political and security implications of the
Federal Republic of Germany's new defense orientation.

As a result of the unification of Germany and the end of
East-West military confrontation centered on the now defunct
Inter-German Border. the Federal Republic has initiated
dramatic changes in its defense structures. For instance, the
Bundeswehr (Federal Armed Forces) will be cut from Its size
at unification in October 1990 of 515.000 (which included
personnel from the Nationale Volksarmee-NVA of the
German Democratic Republic) to 370,000 personnel by the
end of 1994. will dramatically reduce operational readiness of
most ground maneuver forces, and will retire from se vice
many categories of aircraft, tanks and warships. At the same
time. the Federal Republic now has the added responsibility of
providing for the defense of the former territories of the German
Democratic Republic. but this mission must be accomplished
outside of NATO military structures until the end of 1994, when



the last of the Soviet Western Group of Forcs are scheduled
to leave eastern Germany.' Thus. Bc.in must increase the
scope of its defense orientation and area of envisaged
operation, but at a time when financial jsources for defense
are falling.

While it is arguable that the ch&aienges facing the Bonn
gr"_rnment are, in many ways, similar to those confronting
most of its Western allies, the fact is that the Federal Republic
is confronted with truly sui generis security challenges. How
it deals with these problems could greatly affect the future of
Furopean stability and security. Bonn mus, meet its new
responsibilities as a unified state with full sovereignty. But it
must accomplish this in such a way as not to intimidate its
Eurupean alli( s, and thereby possibly Pndanger hopes for
greater integration in Western Europe. all the while assuring
Washington that it still needs the Transatlantic security
relationship. German officials. therefore, have insisted in their
public statements that: as has been the case in the past. in the
future, their ration's security can only be achieved collectively.
notwithstanding t!,ie problems associated with the interim
national defense of eastern Germany.2 The opposite political
effects are likely, however, if Bonn's efforts are interpreted as
constitL' 'ng a "nationalization" of its defenses. This particular
interpretation, supports tile contention of some
comrn-ntators4 that nationalization is the ultimate goal of
urifiea Germany, and is the only means for the new European
Great Power to pursue its own diplomatic objectives.
irrespective of the ccncerns of its close allies.

In addition, tl'- dome ic impact of the announced changes
in German defense policy cannot be dismissed. In a country
with lingering intense emotions concerning its militarist past.
the domestic political repercussions of creating more
independent defense structures cannot be underestimated.
The early 1992 propozal by the Bundesministerium der
Verteitigung-BMVg (Federal Ministry of Defense) to create a
modest joint national command and control structure resulted
in a predictable and inaccurate report in the new,weekly Der
Spiegel. The news magazine reported that this ir;tiative
portends the eventual creation of an "Oberkommando de.-
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Wehrmachf' and/or a "gross-deutscher Generalstab." [sic]'
That this proposal was subsequently rejected by newly
installed Federal Defense Minister, Volker Ruehe (largely for
personnel and financial limitations), is still an important
example of the residual sensitivity in Bonn regarding the
appearance of creating "independent" military structures. Yet,
whether Bonn will be able to meet its defense obligations to its
Alliance partners in the new European security environment,
without significantly improving its national command and
operational control capabilities, must be judged as being
problematic.

Justifiable questions do remain, however, over exactly in
which direction Federal Minister of Defense Ruehe and the
BMVg intend to orient German security structures.6 Upon
review of the proposed force structure and envisaged
command organizations of the Bundeswehr, a number of
general observations are possible: none of which support the
contention that the Federal Republic is nationalizing its
defense structure. First, the Federal Republic will remain
integrated in NATO wartime operational control structures.
The integrated military planning process of NATO is one of that
organizations great successes since, in effect, it allows all
participants to know the others' defense programs: a true, if
passive, confidence and security-building measure. Rather,
the best interpretation one can use to describe efforts at
reforming German defense structural shortcomings is that of
"normalization," and an incomplete one at that. 8

Second, Bonn's lack of ambition to create a truly
independent defense capability weakens the argument that
the Federal Republic intends to pursue its own "national"
diplomatic agenda since it will have little in the way of an
independent military capability to support such a foreign policy
agenda should the need ever arise. While it is true that one
may be seeing merely the Tirst steps in an evolutionary process
toward the eventual objective of achieving a national defense
capability, there is not now, nor on the domestic political
horizon, any support for pursuing this end state.

Third and finally, what should concern Bonn's friends and
allies is that the Federal Republic's domestic political situation
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will remain divided over Bonn's security obligations outside of
the Central Regiun. Ihe inability of the Christian Democratic
Union (CDU)/Christian Socialist Union (CSU) and the Free
Democratic Party (FDP) from summer 1989 until very recently
to agree on the constitutionality of military (as opposed to
humanitarian) operations under United Nations sponsorship
manifests the strong opposition in the Federal Republic to
engagiog in military operations outside of the immediate
defense of national territory. 9 Indeed, the disappearance of
the Warsaw Pact has resulted in an intense debate in the
Federal Republic over suc'. issues as the need for continued
conscription and even whether there is still a need for the
Bundeswehr.'° It is not without significance that Article 87a of
the Grundgesetz (Basic Law. or Constitution of the Federal
Republic) states, "The Federation shall establish Armed
Forces for defense purposes." Thus, it is much less likely that
a militaristic" Germany will evolve, rather than one that
manifests a greater degree of "'pacifist" policies. Should the
latter come to pass, Germany's actions could impede NATO
from fulfilling its security obligations to its southern members,
as well as from responding to threats to collective Western
interests outside of the Alliance's area.

Legal and Political Implications of Full German
Sovereignty.

A little understood effect of the unification of the two
Germanies is that not only were the two countries unified, but,
most importantly, "Germany" acquired full sovereignty over its
national affairs."1 From the end of the Second World War until
ithe signing of the "Treaty on the Final Settlement with Respect
to Germany" (known as the "Two Plus Four Treaty") on
September 12, 1990, there was no formal peace agreement
between the victorious Allied Powers and either German state.
In consequence, even after the creation of the Federal
Republic in 1949, the Allied Powers retained residual legal
rights and privileges over the years. Upon implementation of
this treaty, Bonn was confronted for the first time with the
necessity to assume greater responsibility for numerous
aspects of its national defense, hitherto provided by NATO and
the Allied Powers. Moreover, as a sovereign country, the basis
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upon which foreign forces are stationed in the Federal Republic
will result in changes between Bonn and its allies regarding
existing bilateral supplemental agreements to the NATO
Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA). This particular issue will
be dealt with below.

The military implications of changes in the legal status of
the Federal Republic have been significant. Bonn now has
sole responsibility for the security of the former territory of the
German Democratic Republic. No foreign forces can be
stationed or exercise on east German soil until the completinn
of the withdrawal of the Soviet Western Group of Forces by
the end of 1994 under the terms of the "Two Plus Four
Treaty.' 12  This particular provision of the treaty has not been
without its problems for the Bundeswehr. For example, in
terms of air defense, the Luftwaffe now has the responsibility
for policing German airspace, a role previously exercised by
NATO largely through the U.S. Air Force and Royal Air Force
within the NATO Integrated Air Defense System. 13 To meet
these challenges, on October 3, 1990, the Federal Republic
established a provisional joint command (Bundeswehr
Kommando Ost) at the former headquarters of the NVA at
Strausberg, east of Berlin.14 This headquarters was stood
down on July 1. 1991, and Bundeswehr units in eastern
Germany are now under the command and control of their
respective services as is the case in the west. 15

This delineation in German defenses may create
operational problems in the future relationship between
Burndeswehr forces stationed in the west and the east. Those
in the west will remain integrated in NATO, and possibly in
some as yet undefined future Western European peacetime
command and wartime operational control structures. It has
not yet been announced whether Bundeswehr units stationed
in the east after 1994 will fall under NATO international
peacetime command structures (i.e., air defense), or wartime
operational control arrangements. Moreover, the issue of
"deployed" foreign forces east of the now defunct
Inter-German border after 1994 still requires resolution by
Bonn. What is of interest in this regard, and which has
escaped much public commentary, is that an Agreed Minute
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to the Two Plus Four Treaty states that the Bonn government
may decide unilaterally what constitutes "deployed."16 Thus.
it is not inconceivable that NATO forces and wartime
operational control arrangements could be extended eastward
after 1994. However, in view of the extreme political sensitivity
surrounding this issue at present in the Federal Republic. as
seen by British hints in summer 1991 that they were interested
in using exercise areas in the east and Bonn's subsequent flat
rejection of this proposal,1 7 a public pronouncement by Bonn
on the future status of this territory may be some time in
coming.

The issue of German sovereignty is being felt more
immediately by Bonn's allies in regard to the future legal status
of their forces stationed on German soil. While the general
conditions governing foreign stationing of forces in the Alliance
are contained in the NATO SOFA, countries with substantial
forces in allied countries normally have supplemental
agreements which further define the status of foreign forces in
relation to host nation jurisdictions.18 In the case of the Federal
Republic of Germany, foreign forces enjoyed special status
and privileges, due, in large part, to the fact that their initial
"deployment" emerged from their occupation rights following
the Second World War.19 Later, once the Federal Republic
was admitted to NATO and the Bundeswehr was created in
1955, the immediacy of the Soviet threat in the Central Region
mitigated against changing these legal provisions substantially
under the provisions of a 1959 agreement.

Now that Germany has, once again, resumed its full
sovereignty and the residual Soviet/Russian military presence,
let alone potential threat, in Central Europe continues its rapid
disintegration, it is very clear that the legal basis upon which
allied forces will remain in the Federal Republic will be
considerably different than in the past.20 Bonn's negotiating
philosophy appears to center on achieving "reciprocal
relationships," although apparently considerable differences
have emerged between the positions of the BMVg and the
Auswaertiges Amt (Foreign Office). 21 The likely outcome of
these negotiations is that, in the future, foreign forces stationed
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in the Federal Republic will have many of their previous
activities and privileges constrained by German Law.

Effecting "reciprocal relationships." however, may not be
as simple as one might think and is evinced by the slow
progress in the negotiations.22 For example, press reports to
date indicate that difficulties have been encountered in the
negotiations between Bonn on the one hand, and the United
Kingdom and the United States on the other. The principal
impediment is Bonn's desire to exert greater control over hiring
practices, exercise activities (in order to limit noise) and
acquire. where feasible, the return of certain American and
British training facilities.2 3 One can see where achieving this
goal could present considerable problems since, at the same
time, government and opposition leaders in Bonn have
consistently called for the retention of foreign forces in the
Federal Republic.24 In addition, "reciprocity" could be difficult
to effect. While it is possible that greater numbers of
Bundeswehr units will deploy to the United States for exercise
purposes in the future (due in large part to growing restrictions
on military activities in the Federal Republic because of
environmental concerns, e.g., excessive noise in training
areas and low-altitude flying),25 these increased numbers will
not significantly alter the different conditions by which these
forces are cross-stationed. The United States will maintain a
sizeable ground force (of undeterminable size at this juncture)
with a relatively high state of readiness for the purpose of
conducting military operations at short notice. This will be
considerably different from Bundeswehr units and individuals
traveling to the United States for set periods of training.26

Hence, both countries' forces will have different stationing
realities and requirements, which could make achieving the
legal (and political) objective of reciprocity difficult.

To be sure, it is difficult to argue against the laudatory
political objective of achieving "reciprocity." The Federal
Republic is quite correct in pursuing this goal it Bonn is to
convince the German electorate of the long-term importance
of maintaining foreign forces in Germany. In consequence,
rules affecting the activities of the Bundeswehrwould also be
applicable to foreign forces stationed in Germany. 27 Thus, for
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example. current arrangements where the Bundeswehr must
pay DM 25.000 to 30.000 per day to use allied training areas
in Germany will need to be renegotiated within the context of
attaining reciprocity.28 Or, existing arrangements need to be
better explained to the German public that U.S. forward
deployed forces are not inexpensive to the American taxpayer
and host nation support arrangements are in order. Perhaps
the most accurate goal that one can expect to achieve,
therefore, is selective reciprocity.

In the final analysis, the issue of German sovereignty, if not
carefully managed from both the perspective of Bonn and its
allies, could become a major impediment to maintaining close
ties among allied forces. Since the BMVg is premising future
force structure on the maintenance of Western defense
integration, severe reductions in NATO forces in the Federal
Republic could have significant negative repercussions on the
Bundeswehr. The reason as to why the BMVg feels the need
to maintain integration with its NATO allies becomes clear
upon reviewing the forces which will define the Bundeswehr's
future force structure.

Force Structure Issues.

Notwithstanding the fact that the Bundeswehr is now
responsible for the security of a geographic area one-third
greater than before unification, the CDU/CSU/FDP coalition
government intends to cut the armed forces by one-forth and
decrease, where possible, defense expenditures. While it is
true that the Federal Republic has not witnessed a substantial
decrease in its defense budget to date, the need to spend finite
funds on a wider array of new activities (e.g., rebuilding
defense infrastructure in the east) will have a major impact on
all aspects of German defense activities. Additionally, the lack
of an immediate and quantifiable threat to the Federal Republic
has made defending the defense budget increasingly difficult.

Nonetheless, the coalition government has endorsed a
massive reorganization plan for the Bundeswehr to enable it
to respond better to future security challenges outside of the
Central Region. Indeed, it is interesting that the coalition
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government has given its approval to this reorientation in the
Bundesweht before it has been able to effect the necessary
politicallegal arrangements to enable such operations. At the
same time, n reorganizing the Bundeswehr to perform these
new missions, Bonn has recognized that it has neither the
political support, nor the financial resources to meet these new
challenge., unilaterally. Bonn has consciously eschewed
developing independent structures and fully recognizes the
need for the Bundeswehr to remain closely integrated within
Western military structures. The rationale for this decision
becomes obvious when assessing financial limitations,
personnel problems, force structure plans, and their combined
effect on capabilities and readiness levels.

F.,

Fin3nces. In spite of the immense changes that have taken
place in the Federal Republic's security environment, the
defense budget has faced constant pressure to shrink,
irrespective of the BMVg's new responsibilities. An effective
15 percent cut occurred in the budget between 1990 and
1991,29 albeit slight budgetary relief occurred in the financial
year 1992 budget (DM 52.12 billion).30 Provisional estimates
for the 1993 budget foresees a decrease to DM 50.8 billion.3"
Ominously for defense planners, budgetary projections for the
mid-term anticipate a continued slide in spending, i.e., DM 48.1
billion for 1995.32

This relative stability in the defense budget has been
deemed necessary, even by a government severely strapped
for funds due to the immense costs associated with unification,
because of the costs the BMVg has incurred through
unification and assimilation the of NVA. One of the unfortunate
legacies of unification has been the discovery that the NVA
(much to everyone's surprise) possessed over 300,000 tons
of munitions, which were improperly stored and now need to
be maintained safely while awaiting dissembly.3 3

Approximately 250,000 tons await destruction in an
environmentally sound manner (of which there are 6,000 tons
of pure TNT alone). For financial year 1992 alone, DM 148
million has been allocated for the dismantling of munitions.34

Former Federal Minister of Defense Gerhard Stoltenberg
estimated that the eventual cost of destroying ammunition
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stocks could reach DM 4 billion 35 and could take up to 10 years
to accomplish.

It needs to be mentioned that these costs are in addition to
those resulting from the destruction of 10,000 items of
Treaty-Limited Equipment as required under the Treaty on
Conventional Forces in Europe, whose provisions the Bonn
government decided to implement early. 36 Due to domestic
political exigencies, Federal Defense Minister Ruehe has
stated that priority will be given to scraping NVA weapons, as
opposed to selling them to other countries, especially in
Eastern Europe. 37 Finally, the BMVg must also pay for the
environmental clean-up of former NVA facilities, in addition to
rebuilding defense-related infrastructure. Defense officials
have estimated that these requirements alone would require
DM 16 billion in outlays over the next few years.38

Exactly how Bonn intends to pay for these expanding
financial obligations, with no growth in the defense vote, is by
delaying and cutting capital procurement projects. For
illustration, Dr. Holger Mey argues that the division of the
defense budget between capital procurement on the one hand.
and personnel, operations and maintenance on the other, has
been relatively constant over the past 20 years: 70/30 percent,
respectively. The 25th Fiscal Plan 39 projects a change in this
ratio to 75/25 percent. It is anticipated, however, by the
mid-1990s, this previous balance should be restored.40 Thus,
the BMVg has recommended cuts of DM 44 billion over the
next 13 years. In terms of capital acquisitions, projected cuts
include the high profile "Fighter-90" project, which was
cancelled in June 1992,41 the Leopard III main battle tank, the
Panther "tank killer," while projects like the Franco-German
"Tigre" anti-tank helicopter, if they do indeed survive, will have
their procurement substantially drawn out.42

The reasonable conclusion one can draw from this state of
affairs is that German defense programs, like those of its allied
partners, will increasingly face severe financial restrictions.
That these financial constraints on the BMVg will occur at a
time when it is attempting to reorganize the Bundeswehr with
the aim of meeting new missions does not portend well for
German defense. Clearly, some activities, operations and
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maintenance, and capital acquisition will have to be sca!ed
back in order to fund others. In discussing this dilemma, the
Generalinspekteur der Bundeswehr (Chief of Staff of the
Federal Armed Forces), General Klaus Naumann, recently
suggested that exercises might have to be reduced as a means
to save money.43 Federal Defense Minister Ruehe's initial
months in office have been marked by a strong drive to curtail
defense spending (e.g., canceling German participation in
high-profile weapons programs). This drive for economy,
however, has resulted in a situation whereby planning in the
"structures, deployment, materiel requirement, and command
and control organization" of the Bundeswehr no longer
corresponds to available funding.44 It is safe to conclude,
therefore, that the Bundeswehr will not be able to modernize,
as it previously envisaged, nor will its overall readiness level
of maneuver and support units be maintained at current levels
over time.45

Personnel. The Federal Republic (with agreement of the
German Democratic Republic) stated on August 30, 1990, at
the Vienna negotiations on Conventional Armed Forces in
Europe, and which was reiterated in the "Two Plus Four
Treaty.,"46 that it would reduce the Bundeswehr from its then
current pre-unification size of 460,000 (1,300,000 in wartime)
to 370,000 (900,000 to 700,000 in wartime) of which no more
than 345,000 could be in the army and air force.47 This
particular number was agreed to by former Soviet President
Mikhail Gorbachev and Federal Chancellor Helmut Kohl at
Stavropol in July 1990,48 and apparently without the BMVg's
participation. 49 Thus, by the end of 1994, the Bundeswehr
should consist of 40,000 officers, over 130,000
noncommissioned officers, 40,000 privates, and slightly over
150,000 conscripts. It will also be necessary that about 25,000
volunteers annually need to agree either to extend their service
or choose professional military careers.

On paper, at least, the Bundeswehr will remain the largest
military establishment in Western and Central Europe.
However, a number of problems associated with personnel will
increasingly affect both the quantitative, as weil as qualitative,
characteristics of these forces. For example, upon unification,
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the Bundeswehr gained 103,000 personnel by amalgamating
select personnel from the NVA. By the end of 1994. it is
anticipated that approximately 50,000 of the end strength of
370,000 will be former NVA or personnel from the five new
eastern Laender.50 At the end of 1991, the strength of the
Bundeswehr was 430,400 officers and enlisted. 51 Thus, the
Bundeswehr must decrease its ranks considerably in order to
meet the 370,000 floor: assuming, of course, that figure
represents a floor, as opposed to a ceiling.

In an environment where sizeable personnel reductions are
an impending reality, morale obviously suffers and unintended
effects are bound to occur. For instance, incentives to
encourage personnel to leave the services have resulted in
fewer officers than expected, but more noncommissioned
officers (NCOs) than desired, departing the service. 52 Of

course, in Western military establishments, NCOs are the
backbone of their particular service. However, in the especial
case of the Bundeswehr (following historical German
patterns), the reliance on NCOs is particularly heavy. And
indeed, the loss of experienced NCOs could not come at a
worse time for the Bundeswehr. First, the new master plan for
army development, Heeresstruktur 5, has attempted to
address a long-standing problem in the army, that being to
improve command density. The Bundeswehr has the lowest
ratio of officers to enlisted men in all of Europe.53 At a time
when larger numbers of senior NCOs (and junior officers) are
necessary, NCO ranks are diminishing and interest is
increasingly waning on the part of qualified young men to
pursue a military career. 54 Second, the NVA was structured
upon the Soviet model and, therefore, no professional NCO
cadre, comparable to Western standards, existed. 55

Therefore, there is now a dearth of qualifil.d NCOs in the east
which needs to be filled, either by training (a time consuming
process), or by transfers eaqtward (not an attractive option due
to poor living conditions in the east).56

Moreover, in addition to the problems associated with
maintaining competitive career opportunities for younger men,
the recent massive increase in conscientious objectors.
particularly following unification (from 75,000 in 1990 to
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150.000 in 1991) makes it likely that, in the future, only 50
percent of eligible young men will be available for military
service.'( This, in turn, calls into question the entire issue of
the continuation of compulsory military service, which has
become a very sensitive issue in the Federal Republic. In fact,
conscription has existed in name only since 1983 when the
government made conscientious objector status more easy to
acquire. Recent public opinion surveys have revealed that
approximately 66 percent of those questioned supported the
creation of a professional military. The length of time a
conscript serves has also come under criticism. While other
Western European countries have moved to decrease the
length of time, it will surely be difficult in the coming years for
the current coalition government to maintain its commitment
of the current 12 months' period of conscription. Should this
period be reduced, the value of conscription to the
Bundeswehr will drop since once these individuals are fully
trained, they leave the service.5 8

Should the BMVg succeed in its efforts to create a credible
rapid response capability (which will only contain conscripts
willing to undertake such tasks), and even if conscription were
continued, the concept of eine Bundeswehrwill still be open to
question. What one will have is a small, well-equipped core
force of volunteers and professionals, alongside a larger
remainder with older equipment, manned largely by
conscripts. 59 In terms of personnel, therefore, it is clear that
serious problems remain to be solved.60

The Services. Without going too far into detail, it is safe to
state that the size and capabilities of the three individual
services of the Bundeswehr will have undergone significant
reduction by 1995. What is important to understand, as well,
is that no service has been structured, to date, to operate
independently in large formations. Despite some planned
improvements in the areas of rapid reaction, there are no plans
to improve substantially this aspect of the Bundeswehr's
structure.

Das Heer, or the Army, is slated to contract from its 1991
strength of 300,800 to 255,400 by the end of 1994. While the
absolute size of this reduction seems modest, when measured
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in terms of maneuver units, the effect is quite striking. Tne
Army will lose four of its current 12 divisions (albeit two "division
staffs" may be retained, but will concentrate on planning for
operations outside of the Central Region).61 Of the 48 combat
brigades in the Bundeswehr (six being Heimat-
schutzbrigaden-home defense brigades) and 18 former NVA
motor rifle and tanks regiments, only 28 are to remain. Of
these, only six will be fully manned: three Panzergrenadier. two
airborne, one mountain, in addition to the German contribution
to the Franco-German Brigade. These six brigades will
represent the Army's standing rapid reaction capability and
participate in such missions as the Alliance's new Rapid
Reaction Formations. 62 Two brigades will be cadred
(gekadert) with a full complement of equipment. but with
personnel dispersed to other units.6 3 The remaining 19
maneuver brigades will become mobilization-dependent
(teilaktiv), with approximately 60 percent manning in
peacetime. They will have four battalions, two of which will be
cadre.

Readiness and availability times will vary. In some cases,
these cadre battalions will require 6 months after mobilization
before becoming operational,6 4 although expansion within 30
days will be possible.65 Of importance. approximately 50
percent of the Army's main weapon systems will be operated
and commanded by reservists. 66 It is due to this increased
reliance on reservists that the BMVg has announced a new
training scheme whereby fewer reservists will be called up for
exercises, but their participation will be made more attractive.
according to State Secretary Bernd Wilz. 67

Nonetheless, it must be understood that achieving the
ambitious objectives set out in Heeresstruktur 5 depends upon
having necessary personnel. Additionally it is just not an issue
of absolute numbers, but the Army must also be able to retain
in service personnel of suitable rank and branch specialization
if it is to solve, for instance, the problem of command density.
It has been rumored that Heeresstruktur5is more delicate than
initially envisaged to these personnel requirements. The
February 1992 refusal on the part of the ruling CDUiCSU/FDP
coalition to enable the Army to grow by 3.100 at the expense
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of the Federal Navy .68 in addition to the departure from service
of needed personnel (in terms of rank and specialty), have
combined to make the outlook for Heeresstruktur 5 very
problematic indeed. By 1993. a massive revision of Nhis
document may be required.

Die Luftwaffe. or Air Force, is slated to shrink, from its 1991
complement of 94,100 to 82,400 by 1995. The most
immediate challenge to the Luftwaffe is to enforce the Federal
Republic's sovereignty over its national airspace.69 Achieving
this task has not been without its own peculiar problems. The
Luftwaffe is not well equipped to carry out air policing and air
defense roles. Therefore. its entire inventury of F-4 Phantoms
are, or are in the process of being, converted and modernized
for this role. '< However. these conversions are insufficient for
the tasK. and have resulted in the decision to retain in service
the inherited 24 MIG-29s from the NVA, notwithstanding the
numerous difficulties of maintaining them. 1  Moreover,
selective aspects of the former NVA's air defense network are
baing employed and will be retained after 1995, where feasible.

Luftwaffenstruktur, envisages a sizeable rationalization of
aircraft and organizational structure.,I By 1995. combat wings
are to decrease from 16 to 10. surface to-air missile wings are
to drop from 20 to 6. and transport wings are to drop from 8 to
6.)_ In terms of airframes. this translates into a cut from
at..,roximately 1,000 (to include aircraft from the former NVA)
to approxfmat,&ly 500 in 1995. Of immediate importance is the
need for the Luftwaffe to obtain replacements for its fleet of
aging F-4 Phantoms and Mig-29s and to acquire improved
airlift capabilities. In June 1992, Federal Defense Minister
Ruehe announced the cancellation of Germany's participation
in the European Fighter Aircraft project ("Fighter 90") due in
large part to massive cost overruns in its development.,) While
solving the short-term requirement to achieve financial
savings, the Luftwaffe still needs a new replacement fighter. 5I
Federal Defense Minister Ruehe has announced that a
replacement fighter will not be decided upon until 1996.16 In
terms of improved transport aircraft, former Federal Defense
Minister Stoltenberg announced that the requisite number of
aircraft (50) could not be procured for under DM 15-17 billion .
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In consequei ce, the acquisition of this capability is only being
contemplated in conjunction with Bonn's Western European
allies.

Die Bundesmarine, or the Federal Navy. will undergo a
significant diminution in resources over a longer period of time
than its sister services. The Federal Navy is to contract from
35,500 in 1991 to 32,200 in 1995. However, it is anticipated
that these personnel reductions are to continue to drop beyond
the year 2000 to approximately 25,500. This transformation
must also occur at a time when the Federal Navy nmust expand
its operational horizon. As part of the navy's plan, Flotte 2005,
the number of combatants and support vessels is to be
halved.79 While the number of frigates and dcstroyers will
remain constant (approximately 16). the rest of the fleet will
experience serious reductions. e.g.. the submarine fleet (24 to
12). patrol boats (40 to 20). mine counter-measures vessels
(56 to 25). support units (28 to 10).80 What is important about
these reductions is that they will occur when Alliance
commitments tn standing naval forces will be increased (e.g..
German participation in the newly created Standing Naval
Force Mediterranean).8-

At the same time, the Federal Navy, according to Admirals
Frank and Giermann. is obsolete and must be modernized. Of
significance to this discussion, the authors note that
notwithstanding the procurement of tenders for the patrol boat
force. the, o remains a requirement for four logistic supply
vessels to support the destroyJr/frigate force.82 Obviously.
without them, the Federal Navy will lack the independent
capability to deploy out of region.

Assessment. In analyzing the overall implications of these
separate reurganization plans for the force structure of the
Bundeswehr. a number of obserations become apparent.
First, despite the efforts of the BMVg to improve the ability of
the Bundeswehrto deploy out of the Central Region in a limited
sense. it will continue to suffer froto severe operational
limitations due to gaps in capabilities. While it is true that
efforts apparently have been launched to imrprove these
identified shortcomings 'e.g., airlift), there is no short-term
move to acquire these capabilities unilaterally of common
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Western European efforts. Second, notwithstanding the move
to create an improved rapid reaction capability (heretofore not
experienced Bundeswehr). the overal readiness of the
Bundeswehr is planned to drop considerably. Military
operations of the size in excess of the rapid reaction units or
OT medium duration will require mobilization; always a
politically difficult decision in a democracy.

The evident conclusion one can draw from these analyses
is that despite noticeable efforts to improve force projection
capabilities, they will still be modest. In addition, the
Bundeswehr will depend upon allied assistance and support
for deployments of any significant size in, as well as out of, the
Central Region for many years to come. In essence, this is
hardly a sound plan to pursue if Bonn is intent upon creating
an independent national defense structure.

United Germany and Civil-Military Relations.

In assessing the future of German defense policy it is
crucial to consider the effects that unification may eventually
have on the Bundeswehr, as well as on future civil-military
relations.8 3 Apropos the former point, the influence of a unified
Germany is already being manifested in terms of changing
public attitudes toward the need for national defense and the
consequent changing image of the Bundeswehr in German
society. As for the latter issue, a revealing example of how the
ruling CDU/CSU'FDP coalition envisages civil-military
relations to be conducted can be seen in Federal Defense
Minister Ruehes rejection of the BMVg's spring 1992
proposals to reform the Bundeswehr's command and
operational control structure. What is apparent is that a
growing public skepticism of the continued need for the
Bundeswehr is being accompanied by the ruling coalition's
inclination (for a variety of reasons) to continue an important
manifestation of defense singularization.

The Bundeswehr and Pathos? As regards the future role
of the Bundeswehr in the Federal Republic, one can identify
two emerging problems- first, a growing questioning of the
mere raison detre of the Bundeswehr after the cold war, and
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second, its changing relationship to German society. The end
of the cold war has forced the Federal Republic to confront the
difficult issue that the Bundeswehr no longer exists solely to
defend the Central Region (i.e., German territory). The
recognition of the existence of the Federal Republic's Western
security responsibilities, which lay outside of Central Europe,
is slowly gaining acceptance in Bonn. However, in so doing,
the previously held concept of the character of the Bundeswehr
in German democratic society perforce must evolve. It has
proven to be a very difficult challenge indeed to argue in the
German political debate that participation in even
peacekeeping operations is not a harbinger of a return to
German militarism. The recent experience of the intense
political debate in Bonn, inspired by the Social Democratic
Party of Germany (SPD), over the sending of Bundesmarine
units to the Adriatic to monitor the United Nations' arms
embargo against Serbia, is instructive in this regard.84

One can already see forces impeding this metamorphosis
of the Bundeswehr through the growing number of
conscientious objectors, especially from the former
Democratic Republic. "Military" organizations, however
defined, are not widely accepted as legitimate by many in the
east. This is not surprising given the almost universal disdain
in that society for the NVA, plus over 45 years of occupation
by the Soviet Western Group of Forces. That the Bundeswehr
was created in 1955 with the explicit intention of removing it
from previous undemocratic institutions and traditions of
Prussian-German military practice is not yet widely understood
in the east.

Indeed, the success in making the Bundeswehr an
institution dedicated to the protection of German democracy
that accepts, without reservation, Primat der Politik ("primacy
of political power over the military"), while respecting a serving
individual's civil rights and human dignity, should be assessed
as constituting one of the Federal Republic's major
accomplishments.85 Nonetheless, it can be expected that it
will take some years before the Bundeswehr's guiding concept
of Staatsbuerger im Uniform ("citizen soldier"), as codified in
the Bundeswehr's guiding philosophy of Innere Fuehring
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("civic education and leadership"),86 will be widely understood,
let alone accepted, in a skeptical and cynical eastern
Germany. Not surprisingly, this new intense scrutiny being
placed on the Bundeswehr by German society, during a time
of it being required to reorganize and reorient its mission, has
resulted in what one study has identified as a deep identity
crisis on the part of many officers and soldiers.8 7

It is perhaps a direct result of this serious political and social
questioning of the need for the Bundeswehrin an increasingly
financially-strapped Federal Republic that one intermittently
reads in the press leaked reports from the BMVg (and
subsequently officially denied) to decrease the size of the
Bundeswehr from its projected 370,000 limit to 220,000-
250,000 by 1995, and possibly completely professionally-
manned.8 8 In any case, should personnel levels in, for
instance, the Army, drop below 200,000, the personnel,
training arnd financial difficulties associated with maintaining
conscription will exceed its benefits to the Bundeswehr,
according to former Lieutenant General Joerg Schoenbohm.A9

The Command and Control Dilemma. Concerning the
recent record of civil-military relations, a revealing case of the
attitudes of ruling the CDU/CSU/FDP coalition concerning the
Bundeswehr in the unified Germany can be gleaned from the
controversy surrounding efforts to reform existing national joint
operational control structures. Under constitutional provisions
and administrative directives of the Federal Republic, the
creation of a national joint command and control structure can
only be accomplished within strict legal confines; as is the case
in any democracy. Articles 65(a) and 115(b) of the
Grundgesetz stipulate that command over the Bundeswehr
can only be exercised by the Federal Minister of Defense
during peacetime, to be transferred to the Federal Chancellor
upon the promulgation of a state of defense. These articles
enshrine the concept of civilian control over the military. This
legal provision was the result of the intention of post-war
German political leaders and the Western Allied Powers to
institutionalize the concept of Primat der Politik.9 °

A further definition of the relationship between the Federal
Minister of Defense and the Generalinspekteur der
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Bundeswehr occurred on March 21, 1970, in the form of what
has become known as the "Blankeneser Erlass," or ministerial
decree. Under existing administrative regulations, the
Generalinspekteur der Bundeswehr is not directly in the chain
of command between the Federal Chancellor/Federal Minister
of Defense and the Inspekteur (Chief of Staff) of the individual
services, or even NATO command structures. In
consequence, his position in this area is only advisory and he
has no authority to exercise wartime operational control over
the German armed services. The three individual service
Inspekteur are also limited by this decree to exercising
peacetime command and control over their respective
services.9 1 Finally, the Central Staff of the BMVg
(Fuehrungsstab der Streitkraefte-Fue S) is sir.nly not
structured to exercise operational control over Bundeswehr
units.92

In orisis or wartime, operational control over Bundeswehr
units assigned to NATO would be exercised by NATO
commanders. There is, for instance, no German national
command structure of Army forces above the Corps level.
Such operational control would be provided by the new NATO
LANDCENT Headquarters, which is to replace the previous
two Army Groups (North and Central). This command, in turn,
reports to AFCENT, which is commanded by a German
four-star general.93 In essence, until the unification of
Germany, the Bundeswehr was structured to be employed
mainly as an instrument for the defense of the Central Region,
within NATO wartime operational control structures.94

Following unification, German defense officials had to
reassess their country's security requirements, to include
improving the Bundeswehrs existing national operational
control structure, both for the national defense of eastern
German territory, as well as to engage in even the most basic
joint operations, to include humanitarian missions, outside of
German territory.

This need to carry out and control joint operations did not
include the proposal to create "ein neuer gross-deutscher
Generalstab"' [sic] or an "Oberkommando der Wehrmacht". as
the editors of Der Spiegel have speculated.95 Indeed, there is
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considerable confusion within and outside of Germany
concerning proper nomenclature. By way of explanation,
there already exists in the Bundeswehr a Generalstabsdienst
(General Staff Service).96 But this small cadre of officers does
not possess command and control authority by virtue of this
decignationý, let a-ornc do they dictate national policy. In short,
they do not constitute a Generalstab in an atavistic sense. But,
if the Federal Republic is to fulfill its obligations to NATO, the
Western European Union and the United Nations, it will need
to increase its national command and control capability to
coordinate the military missions of the three services.

Indeed, the need for some form of joint operational control
structure was made abundantly clear during the conduct of
Bundeswehr humanitarian relief operations carried out in Iran,
Iraq, and Turkey in spring 1991.97 According to a German
press report, during this deployment of 500 Bundeswehr
personnel, Major General Georg Bernhardt's command
channels had to be routed through 23 offices in the BMVg and
other ministries. Even within the Bundeswehr deployment to
the Middle East, there was confusion. For instance, Fue S-111-6
(planning) was responsible for operations in Turkey and Iran,
while Fue Luftwaffe-111-3 was in charge of Luftwaffe missions
in Iraq, within the framework of the United Nations.98 Even
SPD defense expert, Dr. Ey,;n Bahr, has gone on record (using
a poor choice of words) supporting the creation of a new
"Generalstab."9 9 This, in itself, is an unexpected development
given the past strict SPD interpretation of what the
Grundgesetz allowed in terms of command and control.100 In
brief, the BMVg was confronted with proposing changes in the
existing structure, which would not, of course, be inimical to
the Democratic ideals enshrined in the Grundgesetz.

In view of the various legal guidelines outlined above, as
well as the politically sensitive nature of restructuring the
command and control structures of the Bundeswehr, the BMVg
proposed the following solution (see Figure 1).101 Since it
would not be possible to maintain a large standing command
and control structure due to personnel reductions, 102 it was
proposed that a Streitkraeftefuehrungskommando (Armed
Forces Command) be established at Koblenz. The standing
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complement of the Streitkraeftefuehrungskommando was
envisaged to be approximately 80 to 100 individuals. This
small joint headquarters would largely limit itself to planning
national joint operations. From the perspective of the BMVg,
this proposed joint headquarters would be capable of
supporting a wide range of military operations, to include crisis
management. As an interim measure, until the Streitkraefte-
fuehrungskommando was created, Fuehrungsbeteitschaften
(readiness command groups) were to be expanded.
Fuehrungsbereitschaften exist in each of the civilian and
military Abteilungen (departments), to include Fue S, and
Fuehrungsbereitschaft BMVg. The later comprises personnel
from all Abteilungen of the BMVg, and it has been proposed
that it should be upgraded to manage crisis situations more
effectively.

This proposed joint headquarters, it must be stressed,
would be distinct from the new Heeresfuehrungskommando
(Army Operations Command) also being established in
Koblenz at the previous home of III Korps. This headquarters,
of approximately 100 personnel, will be led by a three-star
general and will exercise command and control over the three
Army Corps for national tasks and coordinate plans with NATO
headquarters.10 4 Its span of control is envisaged to
encompass approximately 300 posts. Moreover, the BMVg
intended that this command would be given priority in its
development and, consequently, would be fused to the
Streitkraeftefuehrungskommando, when required, to provide
crucial command support to its joint counterpart.

Thus, the BMVg proposed creating a small joint
headquarters that could exercise national operational control
over joint Bundeswehr forces. It was envisaged that should
circumstances require a national military response, a task
force commander would be designated by the Federal
Chancellor or the Federal Minister of Defense. To maintain the
legal principle of civilian control over the military, the transfer
of operational control of specified Bundeswehr units by the
Federal Chancellor/Federal Minister of Defense, for a clearly
defined mission and for a specific period of time, to a task force
commander. would be carried out. By following these
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provisions, the BMVg felt that it could employ Bundeswehr
units for national, European or U.N. operations, without
changing current law and regulations.

Federal Defense Minister Ruehe rejected the BMVg's
proposal to create the Streitkraeftefuehrungskommando in
spring 1992, but hIs rationale for doing so is not exactly clear.
Apparently, the personnel difficulties being experienced in the
Bundeswehr have resulted in a shortage of suitable staff
officers to man headquarters throughout the Bundeswehr and
NATO. One should not ignore, for instance, that the
Bundeswehr will need to staff the German portion of the
proposed Franco-German sponsored "Euro-Corps"
headquarters to be located in Strasbourg. Attempts to rectify
these difficulties though shifting personnel within the Federal
Armed Forces have been opposed by the government due to
not wishing to evade the combined size of the Army and Air
Force as established by the Two-Plus-Four Treaty. 105

Moreover, one cannot discount the impact of a new Federal
Defense Minister (Ruehe) attempting to make an early major
impact on the BMVg and a strong-willed Generalinspekteurder
Bundeswehr (Naumann). This interpretation is supported in
certain press reports that the proposed changes in the
command structure were to include giving the
Generalinspekteur greater authority over the three service
chiefs and improved access to the Federal Chancellor and the
Federal Security Council.1" 6 This initiative would substantially
increase the power of the office of the Generalinspekteur and
would relegate the three service chiefs to largely administrative
and training functions. The response in Der Spiegel to this
proposal and to the creation of a new national command
structure was to typify it as megalomania ("Groessenwahn")
on the part of the generals. 117  Shortly after taking office in
April, Federal Defense Minister Ruehe stated that he would not
support upgrading the position of the Generalinspekteur and
would not approve the proposed national command
authority.10 8 What type of command appears to be evolving
(see Figure 2) is one where emphasis will be placed on
improving existing service command organizations, to include
ameliorating joint capabilities, augmented by Fuehrungs-
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bereitshaften. and employing the task force principle for
responding to national crisis. When activated by the Federal
Chancellor/Federal Defense Minister, one of the three service
operations commands would be given the task of forming an
ad hoc task force, likely to be made c' elements from all three
services. The task force comm,. ider will report to his
immediate operations commander, who will report to the
service Inspekteur, who will be under the direct command of
the Federal Chancellor/Federal Minister of Defense.
"Jointness" will be effected through the presence of service
liaison officers in each of the operational commands of the
three services. This will require, uf course, all forces and
operational control structures to be more flexible than they
have been in the past, in order to respond to multi-role
requirements.10 9 In any case, this structure can only be
assessed as being suitable for the immediate, as opposed to
the emerging, command and operational control requirements
of the Bundeswehr.

What this lengthy analysis of the controversy surrounding
attempts to improve the Bundeswehr's national joint command
and operational control structures indicates for current and
future civil-military relations is that the ruling CDU/CSU/FDP
coalition is apparently apprehensive to effect any substantive
change in the existing relationship between government and
senior military authorities. Notwithstanding the clear, logical
need to improve national command structures for a unified
Germany (as demonstrated in German operations in the
Middle East in 1991), Bonn is unwilling to allow this to happen.
Perhaps the domestic and international political costs involved
in solving this vestige of the "singularization" of its defense
policy are simply too great to confront at this time.

What is interesting, however, is that no leading politician
has stated that the Federal Republic should continue to rely
solely on NATO structures, nor has one expressed opposition
to the need for the Bundeswehrto have a national operational
control capability. 110 In the final analysis, there is no question
that Primat der Politik remains sacrosanct in the Federal
Republic and the BMVg has simply been required to adapt its
command and operational control reorganization to conform to
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political dictates. What Bonn's allies need to discern is
whether this particular exercise in civil-military affairs is merely
a healthy manifestation of the bureaucratic process in a
democracy, or whether it reflects a growing apprehension on
the part of the ruling CDU/CSU/FDP coalition to attempt to
seek important reforms in defense structure due to the lack of
German public support. How the ruling coalition is able to
effect the necessary legal and political changes to allow the
deployment of Bundeswehrunits outside of the Central Region
will be an important indicator in this regard.

Implications.

Upon review of the many financial, personnel, force
structure, and command challenges facing the Bundeswehr, it
is difficult to accept the proposition that, at this point, Bonn has
any ambition to create a national defense capability, outside
of Alliance structures. According to no less an authority than
Federal Defense Minister Ruehe, "The goal must be to make
the Bundeswehr an 'army in the alliance'...."1 11 Even where
there are efforts to improve military capabilities, these
structures are modest and their potential effectiveness,
particularly for conducting operations outside of the Central
Region, must be assessed as being problematic, especially if
solely a national endeavor. Moreover, there does not appear
to be any political support in the ruling coalition or in the SPD
opposition to rectify these remaining shortcomings in the
Federal Republic's defense capabilities.112 These gaps in
Bundeswehr capabilities will have to be met by Bonn's allies
in NATO. Consequently, Bonn has pursued not only a
vigorous policy to encourage the maintenance of Western
military structures (i.e.. NATO), but indeed to create new ones
(e.g., the Franco-German sponsored "European Corps.")1 13

This prognosis of the Federal Republic's defense policy
and capabilities hardly supports, therefore, charges leveled
against Bonn that it is pursuing a national and "assertive"
foreign policy agenda.1 14 Whether or not Bonn does indeed
intend to pursue a more national diplomatic agenda is beyond
the scope of this report. What is pertinent to this essay is that
notwithstanding the foreign policy objectives of Bonn, the
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Federal Republic evinces no intention to create a defense
capability to support nationalized external policies. Indeed, to
the contrary, what one sees in both foreign and defense
policies is a strong emphasis on the part of Bonn to integrate
external objectives into international organizations and efforts
in order to maintain stability arid predictability in its region.i 5

There are defense and diplomatic rationales for this policy.
In terms of defense. the acknowledged and accepted structural
limitations which will continue to characterize the Bundeswehr
necessitate the continuation of close relations with Western
integrated defense structures. While the Bundeswehr will
perforce assume a greater role in the defense of its territory.
German officials have been at pains since unification to stress
the continued need for NATO defense structures for the
Central Region. And, should Bonn ever decide on deploying
forces outside of the Central Region, it would literally rely upon
its Western allies for moving and then sustaining elements of
the Bundeswehr.1 '1 Consequently. German officials have
been consistent and very vocal in their public admonitions that
the United States both retain forces in the Federal Republic.
as well as remain intimately involved in NATO's military
structures. '' 7

As regards foreign policy limitations, the defense
challenges faced by the Federal Republic also underscore the
limited foreign policy options available to Bonn. It would
appear that Bonn's policy of pressing for the recognition of
Slovenia and Croatia in 1991!"1 has blinded many in Europe
and North America to the immujtable constants which constrain
German diplomacy. The unification of the two Germanies has
not obviated the overriding need for any government in Bonn
to have German national power legitimated through European
political and economic integration, as well as through military
integration in the Transatlantic Alliance. Without the existence
of these institutions. Bonn rins the serious risk of its national
power losing acceplr .' ,r"d lnitim;i(, in F ,.rope Only with
this understandirnq w, Dl f recýi+t• FPnrw r-i 'istent and
public efforts to t... , . - , l,. ' or NATO,
while attempn•inp tv> ')i.; i, K mtnqh the



Federal Republics support for creating a European defense
identity." -

Indeed. what the Federal Republic's allies ought to fear is
not a resurrection ot Germany militarism, directed by an
invidious Oberkommando der Wehrmacht, but rather, as
argued by Christoph Bertram. a Germany that opts to turn
inward due to the stresses of unification"2 " and a government
in Bonn politically unable or unwilling to support its allies in
military operations outside of the immediate Central Region.
The inability heretofore on the part of the CDU/CSU parties in
the ruling coalition to reach agreement with its coalition partner,
the FDP, let alone with the SPD1 21 and sundry minor leftist
parties in the Bundestag (the Federal Parliament), concerning
the legal basis for the Bundeswehr to participate in
U.N.-sponsored peacekeeping missions, in addition to military
operations outside of the immediate Central Region,122

demonstrates the fragility of political consensus in the Federal
Republic over the extent of meeting Bonn's international
responsibilities. The political uproar led by the SPD in July
1992 over the dispatch of maritime units to the Adriatic, and
the subsequent recall of the Bundestag to debate the issue,
are excellent examples of this lack of bipartisan consensus. 123

It is imperative that political consensus on this issue be
reached, since without it th9 Federal Republic would likely face
a new challenge to its legitimacy cf national power: an
unwillingness to support its allies, with military means if
necessary. The constructive efforts on the part of Federal
Defense Minister Ruehe1 24 and CDU/CSU Bundestag group
defense spokesman. Karl Lamers, 125 to reach consensus with
the SPD on defense issues, particularly on the matter of
participating in United Nations' operations and out-of-area
campaigns, may well result in a welcome return to a bipartisan
defense consensus in the Bundestag.

Thus. unless Bonn accepts its responsibilities to defend its
NATO allies outside of the Central Region, the Federal
Republic will be unable to achieve its stated external policy
objectives. In addition, efforts on the part of the Federal
Republic and France to establish a European Corps 126 and
efforts to create a European defense community could also
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terminally flounder if Bonn is unable to convince its European
allies that it stands prepared to defend them and the~r vital
interests. But it must be understood that these are political
difficulties which can only be resolved within the context of the
domestic German political debate. Hence. as this report has
argued, a resurgence of Gbr,man militarism is riot an issue with
which Bonn's allies and friends ought to be concerned. A
continuation of, or increase in, German pacifisnm. however, is
another matter entirely and one that warrants close
observation.

Recommendations.

0 An improved understanding of the many financial.
personnel. societal, and political (domestic and
international) challenges facing the Federal Republic's
defense reorientation ana reorganization is needed.

0 The Federal Republic has recognized that domestic
and international political considerations will not allow
the nationalization of its defense structures, even if
there were a consensus to develop such a capability.
which there is not. In this regard, it is essential that
the Bundeswehr remain active in NATO military
structures and whatever exclusively European
defense organizations that may emerge.

* An important element of this continued participation in
international military structures is the continued
stationing of foreign forces on sovereign German
territory. While appreciating the many justifiable
concerns the United States and its allies have
concerning the renegotiation of their Suppiemental
Agreements to the NATO SOFA, it is politically
imperative that an agreement be reached which the
Bonn governm .nt can sell to its electorate. "Selective
reciprocity," as a guiding principle, may provide the
necessary means to achieve this illusive objective.

* The Bundeswehr is undergoing a fundamental
restructuring and reorganization. For instance, it is
unlikely that Heeresstruktur 5 will remain as the
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envisaged organizational plan of the Army. During
this period of upheaval, it is incumbent that the
Federal Republic's allies assist it as it attempts to
prepare itself for operations outside of its previous
narrow confines of the Central Region.

* The increasing questioning by the German public of
the need for the Bundeswehr makes it all the more
politically imperative that the BMVg can justify force
structure and missions through German participation
in multinational formations, irrespectively of the
degree of organizational and mililtary integration.

* The proposed German national command and
operational control structure is being organized within
the justifiable confines of Primat der Politik.
Notwithstanding this fundamental consideration, it is
incumbent that Bonn's allies quietly state that as
currently envisaged, this proposed structure will not
lead to unity of command or effort, either within the
Bundeswehr or multinational formations. In effect, no
one military official is truly responsible for military
operations and this is an act of self -singularization.
The emerging German command structure can be
likened to the state of affairs which existed in the
United States prior to the passage of the
Goldwater-Nichols Defense Reorganization Act of
1986. While appreciating the political sensitivity
surrounding the creation of such an office. the lack of
effective command and operational control at the
highest level could result in operational confusion,
which cculd in turn destroy the slowly emerging
consensus in Germany to participate in United
Nations' and Alliance-sponsored military operations
outside of the Central Region.

* The future outlook for the Federal Republic's ability to
conduct military operations outside of the Central
Region has yet to be decided and it is still conceivable
that strong pacifist tendencies in that country could
still influence the eventual outcome. For instance, a
very restrictive amendment to the Grundgesetz
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governing the employment of the Bundeswehr
remains a possibility. Such an eventuality would
place serious strains on NATO and could effectively
destroy efforts to create a European defense identity.
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